
Global Green Mapmakers at Bellagio Centre 

22 leaders from 14 countries gathered for a week in December 2002 



Selected Local Impacts and Global Contributions  

Luisa & Liana, Cuba Ciprian, Romania 
Maeve, Canada 

Anand, India 
Leo, Brazil Marco, Indonesia Beth, USA 



113 Cuban communities now have Green Map projects! 

Luisa & Liana lead a powerful national network of biologists, educators and artists 



Even without computers or printing the maps, the impacts are significant  

Scenes from Gotica y Gotica  

(Drop by Drop), their ‘before and after’ video 

National workshops, manuals and posters, plays, songs + 

See youtube.com/greenmapsystem 



Collaborative global guide and inspiring cultural outcomes 

Book is a direct outcome of Bellagio 

New! 15th 

anniversary 

national guide  

published 2013 



Heritage, disasters and planning are key themes 

Marco travels constantly, and helps a diversity of new Indonesian communities get started 



Peta Hijau is an active ‘hub’ with frequent trainings  



Spreading and influencing Asia and beyond 

Banda Aceh* 

Bandung 

Bantul 

Bogor* 

Borobudur* 

Bukittinggi* 

Buton* 

Jakarta* 

Makassar 

Malang 

Sanur-Bali 

Surabaya 

Yogyakarta* 

Dubai Prize for post-tsunami  

housing and map process 

Advised the City on  

citizen-engaged bike planning 

At the Asian meeting in Japan, 

Mapmakers learn the ‘Icon Wayang’ 



Mapmaking Leads to Solar Social Entreprenuership 

Beth has parlayed her Green Map experience into engaging renewable energy experiences  



Giving the public an Aha! Moment from coast to coast 

As a student and our intern, Beth’s Green Maps 

in Austin, Holyoke and New York validated the 

need for public eco-experiences 

Today you can charge up at her SolarPumps on 

the streets of San Francisco,  Austin & Amherst 
 

 

  
Her stations can 

include our mobile 

Green Maps, too!  



Sparking the European network 

Ciprian has supported technical development and Romanian participation, too 



Bucharest’s first edition:  

100,000 copies distributed 

through newspapers, 

museums, schools & 

National Geographic.  

 

Now schools are involved 

in several areas, including 

Roma communities.  

Marketing and building regional capacity 

2010 EU funding for four  

country Green Map exchange  

resulted in new guide & video 

at 4bshive.wordpress.com/ 



Technology supporting Icon Updating  

At Bellagio, we began to assess and update our icons. Cip created 

online tools as well as the font for the Version 3 set.  

 



Supporting Social Justice and First Nations in Canada 

Maeve, Canada 



All sectors are ‘at the table’ in Victoria BC 

After producing the first map of Victoria with First Nations place names, Maeve’s 
team helped the Haida Gwaii chart sacred places.  

A dozen diverse 

communities 

have also made 

Green Maps, 

including Binners 

(can recyclers)! 



2008’s Community University Expo at Uvic provided Green Mapmakers from the Americas 

the opportunity to engage the global community research network through GACER  

(which became a UNESCO Chair in Community-Based Research and Social Responsibility in Higher Education in 2012).  

 

Now, the project’s impacting academic networks 

Maeve’s thesis is a popular 

download at  

GreenMap.org/universities.  

She also edited our  

co-produced guidebook: 

Mapping our Common 

Ground  



Giving voice and providing another point of view 

As Pune India became a mega city,  Anand charted threatened nature and culture 



Making evocative media as well as Green Maps 

Anand traveled to Tororo Uganda with his filmaker daughter Sneha in 2004 

They assisted Odulla Joseph on project expansion and Sneha created the 

Green Trailblazers video See youtube.com/greenmapsystem 



Preventing over-development was Pune Green Map’s aim 

Anand contributed to the Green Map Atlas, another direct outcome of our Bellagio gathering, 
published in Japanese and English, and later in Chinese by Taiwanese Mapmakers.  

 



Helping us lower barriers to participation in the Americas 

Leo’s students and educator colleagues in Brazil have been inspired by his workshops 



Translated interfaces make Open Green Map accessible 

Portuguese and Spanish were the first languages completed as the Mapa Verde 

Aberto - Open Green Map social mapping platform debuted on June 5, 2009.   

Today, 37 countries are using this 8-language platform.  



• Green Map Hub and networks, leading to meetings in  

Copenhagen, Portland, Havana, Nagoya, Taipei, Cluj, Victoria and other places 

 

• Multimedia projects, including: 

  

 • Green Map Atlas website, book and CD. Over 200,000 downloads 

 

 • Mapping Our Common Ground 

  English - 2 editions print and PDF    

                             Spanish - print and PDF edition 

  Portuguese – likely to become part of fall 2013 events in Curitiba BR     

  

 • Traveling exhibits 

 

 • Updated youth, community and professional Green Mapmaking tools 

 

• Green Map Icons, Version 3 

 

• Ability to recreate GreenMap.org as a content managed site 

• Concepts for the Open Green Map platform - one big database ideal for sharing 

Many seeds were planted at Bellagio in 2002: 



Imagine what we can accomplish together in the future! 

Green Mapmakers from the US, Denmark, UK, Iceland, Sweden, Japan, Ireland, and Zimbabwe also took part  

In 2012, our Bellagio 10th anniversary message resulted in new relationships  

and concepts that are again propelling our 65 country movement forward! 



Creating powerful new visions of communities worldwide 


